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Abstract
We propose a new way to rate individual duplicate bridge players, which we believe is superior to the
masterpoint system currently used by the American Contract Bridge League. This method measures only a
player’s current skill level, and not how long or how frequently he has played. It is based on simple ideas
from the theory of statistics and from linear algebra, and should be easy to implement.
One particular issue which can occur within any system proposing to rate individual players using results
earned by partnerships is what we call the “nonuniqueness problem”. This refers to the occasional inability
for data to distinguish who is the “good player” and who is the “bad player” within particular partnerships.
We prove that under our system this problem disappears if either (a) a certain “partnership graph” has no
bipartite components, or if (b) every player is required to participate in at least one individual game.
Finally, we present some data from a bridge club in Reno, NV. They show that even if (a) and (b) do not
hold, our system will provide (unique) ratings for most players.
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1. Introduction
An oft-heard complaint from members of the American Contract Bridge League (ACBL) is
that their sport lacks a rating system which measures only players’ true abilities. Under the current
system, players accumulate master points as they play in tournaments throughout their lives. They
are then evaluated according to how many master points they have. Hence, a player’s masterpoint
total is not only a measure of how well he plays, but also of how long and how frequently he has
played.2
Another way of saying this is that one cannot necessarily gauge how good a player is simply
by knowing how many master points he has, especially if he has been playing a long time. Indeed,
many have observed that sometimes older members of the ACBL, because of their master point
totals, are forced to play in “strat-A sections” at tournaments, when they admittedly possess only
“strat-B ability”.3
To sum up, we quote Steven Garreffa, an ACBL member who is only able to play roughly
once a week due to career, family, and other obligations: “Under the current, pure masterpoint
system, no matter how well I play over a period of time, I cannot hope to be able to make a fair
comparison with those who can play every day. It would be a boon to the majority of members if
players could also have a rating that could rise or fall, like some sort of moving average, based
on their daily, weekly, or monthly results”.4
In contrast, the United States Chess Federation has a rating system which is truly reflective of
their members’ (current) abilities. Players’ ratings rise or fall according to whether they win or
lose at tournaments, and according to the ratings of their opposition.5
In this article, the intent is to outline a system which the ACBL could use to rate its players.
It measures only a player’s current ability level, as indicated by recent tournament results (both
good and bad). Theoretically, it is based on standard ideas taken from the mathematical fields
of linear algebra and statistics. Practically, it would be very easy to implement via the use of a
relatively simple computer program.6 The system could be used both at the national level and
also to rate players within bridge clubs.
The paper is organized as follows. We begin with a brief description of the main idea of our
model. We continue with a general discussion of three issues which arise in the general problem
of how to generate individual player ratings from the jumble of ACBL tournament results. Of
2 The author has conducted an informal survey of his own collection of the Bridge Bulletin, the monthly “official
publication of the American Contract Bridge League”. Over the period from August 1996 to June 2002, we counted 35
letters to the editor of the Bridge Bulletin complaining about the masterpoint system. [The basic masterpoint system has
not appreciably changed since then.] The most frequent sorts of comments seem to be (a) that the system does not measure
true abilities (in particular that not all players who are “Life Masters” by virtue of their masterpoint count merit that title);
(b) that masterpoint awards for particular events are arbitrary; and (c) that masterpoints have undergone “inflation”, in
that over time masterpoint awards for the same performance have gone up. All of these problems would disappear under
our proposed system.
3 For instance, see the letter to the editor from J. Felton, Bridge Bulletin, October 1996, or from A. Lynch, Bridge
Bulletin, December 1997, or from J.C. Masson, Bridge Bulletin, March 2000.
4 Letter to the editor, Bridge Bulletin, December 2000.
5 Of course, devising a rating system for bridge players is a different problem than doing so for chess players, because
(a) bridge is a partnership game, and (b) in many bridge events one is competing against many opponents at the same
time.
6 This is because, technically speaking, it involves only solving a system of linear equations. A vital development here
is that nowadays practically all bridge tournament results are recorded in computer files. See Footnote 24 for a further
comment on the computational aspect.
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particular interest to mathematicians is what we call the “nonuniqueness problem”. This concerns
the inability under certain conditions for tournament results to determine who is the “good player”
and who is the “bad player” within particular partnerships.
We continue in Section 4 with the mathematical formulation of our model. In Section 5, using
a theorem of [2] on diagonally dominant matrices, we are able to describe precise mathematical
conditions under which the nonuniqueness problem is avoided. In Section 6, we generalize the
model to also include input data from individual games.7 Again using a theorem from the theory
of diagonally dominant matrices (this time the old theorem of Levy–Desplanques–Hadamard),
we find that another way to eliminate the nonuniqueness problem is to require all players to play
in at least one session of an individual competition. Finally, in the last section we consider some
“test data”, taken from our local bridge club here in Reno, NV.
2. The main idea
In a typical “pairs game” session of duplicate bridge, players earn scores on a “percentage”
basis. A pair’s percentage score can be defined as the average proportion of other pairs that they
outscore on each hand. It is thus given on a scale from 0 (%) to 100 (%), with 50% being average.
Typically, for a session of 20 (or more) hands played, scores over 70% (or under 30%) are rare.
In our new rating system, players are rated by a single number, with most players between −10
and +10 (but theoretically any number is possible). An average player would have a rating of
zero. The idea is this: suppose a partnership consists of a player whose rating is x, and his partner
whose rating is y. Then in a typical game one might expect that their percentage score would be
50 + x + y. For instance, if my rating is −4 and my partner’s is +6, then we are a slightly better
than average pair, because our expected score in a game would be 50 − 4 + 6 = 52%.
We generate the ratings solely from a players’ scores in recent competitions (see Section 4 for
the mathematics). Hence they accurately reflect a player’s current level of ability.
3. Some problems
Before describing the technical details of our rating system, let us state three problems inherent
in the problem of determining individual player ratings from ACBL tournament results. We feel
that these problems need to be addressed, no matter what rating system is used. For the case of
our new system, we include some thoughts on how these problems might be overcome.
1. Pair games, team games, and individual games: Currently, in ACBL tournament play, three
types of competition are used. First is the “pairs game” format, described in Section 2. A second
type is the “team game” format, in which two four-member teams play matches against one
another. Each team consists of two pairs, one of which plays the “North–South” cards while the
other plays the “East–West” cards against a pair from the other team. The winner is the team
whose constituent pairs’ combined scores are better over a certain series of hands. To complicate
matters even further, in some team games (such as a “Swiss teams” format), there are different
gradations of winning, depending upon by how much the winning team’s combined score is better
than the loser’s.
A third format is the “individual game” format, which is much less popular these days than
either pairs games or team games. In an individual game, players change partners each round.
7 An individual game is a duplicate game in which players change partners each round. Hence, at the end of a session
each player gets a percentage score, as opposed to a typical pairs game in which each pair gets a percentage score.
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Hence, at the end of a session each player gets a percentage score, as opposed to a typical pairs
game in which each pair gets a percentage score.
The problem, then, is how a single rating system can accommodate results from such different
formats of competition. The current system used by the ACBL arbitrarily assigns the masterpoint
awards for each format. Perhaps because the awards for team games are greater than those for
pairs games, in recent years the ACBL has seen a rise in the popularity of team games at the
expense of pairs games [7].
In our proposed system, we avoid this problem altogether by using only pairs’ percentage
scores from pairs games. So far, results from team games cannot fit into our procedure and so are
not used.8 Thus, if the bulk of a player’s tournament play is in team games, the method might not
give an accurate measure of that player’s true ability.
On the other hand, if individual-games ever regain their popularity, results from this form of
competition are easy to fit into our procedure. In fact, as we demonstrate in Section 6, use of
individual games would be one way to eliminate the “nonuniqueness problem” described below.
2. Can’t mix levels of games: Consider the following simple example. Suppose I play mostly
in my local club, in a weekly pairs game for novices and intermediate players. I do very well in
this environment, and so the system described below assigns me a rating of +10. Meanwhile,
another player, call him Jim, plays mostly in the tougher “strat-A” pairs games at US regional
tournaments. Jim is a much better player than I am, but since he plays against tougher competition
he earns a rating of only +5. So in this case the relative ratings for Jim and I do not reflect our
relative abilities.
The ACBL faces the same problem with its system of masterpoints. Their solution has been
to have higher masterpoint awards for tougher competitions, and also to require players to win
minimal amounts of points at sectional and regional tournaments in order to attain rankings such
as “Life Master”. However, many have complained about the arbitrary award scales for different
levels of play.9 In addition, players can still attain Life Master status by doing well in enough
low-level tournaments. Indeed, as one ACBL member put it, “One may become a life master
without ever having played against one”.10
There are several possible fixes to this problem, both within the masterpoint framework and
under our scheme. One would be to have separate ratings according to the level of competition.
Hence, a player might have separate “strat-A”, “strat-B/C/D”, and “local club” ratings. Or possibly
the ACBL could set aside special “earn-a-rating” sections at regional tournaments. These would
be the only sessions which would count towards calculating a rating. Either way, the idea is to make
sure that all results used to generate a particular rating come from a uniform level of competition.
3. Nonuniqueness problem: Again, let me motivate this issue via an (extreme!) example.
Suppose for some reason Paul Soloway11 terminates all of his partnerships, and asks to play
bridge exclusively with … me! Graciously, I accept his offer, agreeing to be partners only with
Paul. Together, we play in a number of high-level tournaments and do fairly well. However, there
is a problem when our ratings are computed: it is impossible to tell whether or not our results
were good because Paul is an excellent player and I’m mediocre, vice versa, or some explanation
8 But see Remark 6.2.
9 See, for instance, the letters to the editor of the ACBL Bridge Bulletin from Ruth Ostrow (April 1999), from John
Stiefel (June 1999), and from Merrell Anderson (October 2001).
10 ACBL Bridge Bulletin, April 1999, letter to the editor from David Hudson.
11 Paul Soloway is one of the world’s top bridge players.
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in between. In other words, it would be impossible to tell whether Paul deserves a high rating and
I an average one, or the reverse.
Mathematically, we would say we have a “nonuniqueness problem”, i.e., there are many pos-
sible ratings for Paul and for me that would explain our results.12 Intuitively, this caused by the
fact that in all of the data (scores) Paul and I were partners.
To avoid this problem we would need some data in which, for instance, I partnered some third
party. That way, one could start to gauge how good a player Paul is, by comparing my results
partnering Paul vs. my results partnering the third party.
In Section 5 we define mathematical conditions which are the precise requirements to avoid
the non-uniqueness problem. We also suggest a simple requirement that the ACBL could make,
which would guarantee that the conditions hold.
4. The mathematics
As mentioned above, the input data for our system is a set of n players together with a set of
their partnerships’ percentage scores over m recent sessions of bridge. The player set is denoted
N = {1, . . . , n}. The scores consist of a set ofT observations, whereT is the number of partnership
scores over all sessions. Each observation concerns a particular partnership’s score in a particular
session. For instance, if m = 3, with 12 partnerships competing in the first session, ten in the
second session, and nine in the third, then T = 12 + 10 + 9 = 31. For observation t ∈ 1, . . . , T ,
let it and jt denote the identities of the two players constituting the partnership associated with that
observation. [It does not matter which member of the partnership is it and which is jt .] Finally,
let P(t) be the percentage score that it and jt obtained in observation t .
Our goal is to derive a vector of ratings r = (r(1), . . . , r(n))T, where r(i) is the rating for player
i. Recall from Section 2 that 50 + r(i) + r(j) is to be a good estimate of how the partnership of i
and j would fare in a randomly chosen pairs game. Hence we want to define r so that, in general,
50 + r(it ) + r(jt ) is a good estimator for P(t). Using the idea of least squares estimation from
statistics, our plan is to find the value of r which minimizes the sum of squared errors
E(r) =
T∑
t=1
(P (t) − r(it ) − r(jt ) − 50)2. (4.1)
However, one immediately notices that the functionE is a convex function of r(1), r(2), . . . , r(n).
Hence it will be minimized at any r for which the partial derivatives Er(i) (i = 1, . . . , n) are all
equal to zero. But then, for each i, it is simple to calculate
E
r(i)
=
∑
t :it=i
or jt=i
(−2) ∗ (P (t) − r(it ) − r(jt ) − 50).
Hence, the optimality conditions for r can be written∑
t :it=i
or jt=i
(P (t) − r(it ) − r(jt ) − 50) = 0 for i = 1, . . . , n. (4.2)
Lemma 4.1. The system (4.2) has at least one solution.
12 In terms of the mathematics in Section 4 below, such a scenario is causing one of the n equations (in n unknowns)
which determine the ratings to become redundant, causing there to be a continuum of solutions.
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Proof. Intuitively, we know that the error minimization problem (4.1) must have a solution. Since
the domain for the vector r is the open set Rn, the solution must occur at an interior point of the
domain, i.e., at a point where the partial derivatives
{
E
r(i)
}n
i=1 are all equal to zero. Hence (4.2)
must have at least one solution. 
Eq. (4.2) already constitute a simple system of n linear equations in n unknowns; however, we
can simplify things further by defining the notation
si = the number of sessions in which i plays (with any partner).
sij = the number of sessions in which i plays with partner j (i /= j).
Ui = the sum of i’s percentage scores over all sessions in which he plays. Hence,
Ui =
∑
t :it=i
or jt=i
P (t).
Then Eq. (4.2) becomes
Ui − sir(i) −
∑
j :j /=i
sij r(j) − 50si = 0 for i = 1, . . . , n. (4.3)
These then are the n equations that one would use to solve for the n unknowns r(1), . . . , r(n).
5. Uniqueness of the solution
In this section we consider the “nonuniqueness problem” outlined in Section 3. To begin, note
that we may rewrite Eq. (4.3) as the matrix equation
Ar = b,
where r is again the unknown ratings vector, b is then-dimensional vector given by bi = Ui − 50si
for all i, and A = [aij ] is the n × n matrix given by
aij =
{
si if i = j ;
sij if i /= j.
From linear algebra, we know that if A is nonsingular, then there will be a unique solution for r,
and the non-uniqueness problem disappears. In the remainder of this section, our goal is to state
necessary and sufficient conditions under which A is nonsingular.
We first make a simple observation, based on the definitions of the si’s and sij ’s.
Lemma 5.1. Matrix A is a nonnegative, integer-valued, symmetric matrix, in which each dia-
gonal entry is equal to the sum of the other entries in its row (i.e., aii = ∑k:k /=i aki for i =
1, . . . , n).
Next, we review some terminology from the theory of graphs (networks). A graph is a pair
(V ,E) in which V is a set of vertices and E a set of edges, i.e. unordered pairs of distinct
vertices. Suppose s and t are vertices. Then an st-path is an ordered sequence of distinct vertices
s = v0, v1, . . . , vk = t (except for possibly s = t) in which [vi, vi+1] ∈ E, i = 0, . . . , k − 1. A
circuit is an st-path in which k  3 and s = t . Graph G = (V ,E) is connected if an st-path
exists for any s, t ∈ V . It is well-known that any graph can be decomposed into its connected
components, i.e. maximal subgraphs which by themselves would be connected graphs.
Finally, a graph is bipartite if its vertex set V can be partitioned into two sets V1 and V2 with
the property that [i, j ] ∈ E implies that one of i and j must lie in V1, while the other is an element
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of V2. Alternatively, a graph is bipartite if it contains no “odd circuits”, i.e. no circuit containing
an odd number of distinct vertices.
Now again consider the bridge data described above, and define the partnership graph as
follows. The vertex set is the player set N = {1, . . . , n}. The edge set consists of all vertex pairs
in which the associated players have been partners at least once. Note that in terms of the matrix
A described above, aij > 0 if and only if there is an edge connecting i and j in the partnership
graph.
Theorem 5.2. The matrix A described above is nonsingular if and only if each connected com-
ponent of the partnership graph is not bipartite.
Proof. Follows directly from Lemma 5.1 and Corollary 4 of [2]. 
Remark 5.3. In the example of Section 3, in which Paul Soloway and I partnered each other
exclusively, the partnership graph would have as one of its components a subgraph with just two
vertices (corresponding to Paul and me) with a single edge connecting them. This is trivially
bipartite, and so Theorem 5.2 implies that A will be singular. This in turn implies that there are a
multiplicity of r’s that satisfy (4.3).13
Remark 5.4. Suppose we require of each player, “In order to receive a rating, you must be a
member of a threesome of players, each of whom have partnered the other two”. In that case,
every component would contain a circuit of length 3, so would not be bipartite, and so the
nonuniqueness problem would disappear.
The requirement should be relatively easy to satisfy for players with more than one partner.
We say this because it has been argued that “collaboration graphs” (i.e., graphs arising out of
voluntary person-to-person associations) have high clustering factors (see, e.g. [9] or [4]). This
means that if there is an edge connecting i with j and another connecting i with k, then there is
a relatively high probability that there is also an edge connecting j and k. This makes sense in
our context – if j and k are the two players partnering i, then there is a good chance that j and
k know each other, and thus a good chance that they would partner each other, if necessary, in
order to form the 3-circuit.
However, without any extra incentive, i partnering both j and k does not guarantee that j will
partner k, or that i lies in a nonbipartite component. Hence, we cannot ease the above condition
to just requiring any player (who wants a rating) to have two distinct partners. Indeed, in our
sample data in Section 8, we find many players who have two distinct partners, yet still lie in
small bipartite components. See Appendix B.
Remark 5.5.14 It is interesting to note the relationship of the above analysis to that of least-squares
analysis from linear algebra (see, e.g. Section 6.5 of [6]). Our problem corresponds to finding a
least-squares solution to the (overdetermined) linear system
r(it ) + r(jt ) = P(t) − 50, 1  t  T .
13 The last sentence here depends on the fact (proved as Lemma 4.1) that (4.3) must contain at least one solution.
14 This remark and Footnote 20 are due to an anonymous referee.
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Let Cr = d denote this system. Then, from least squares theory, we know that the quantity
(4.1) is minimized if and only if r satisfies the normal equations CTCr = CTd; this is the system
Ar = b above. The normal equations always have a solution, and the solution is unique if and only
if the columns of C are linearly independent. Thus, Theorem 5.2 may be seen as a combinatorial
characterization of when C has full column rank.
See also Footnote 20.
6. The case with individual games
It is easy to generalize our analysis above to cover the case in which data from individual
games are also included. Let us again suppose there are T observations, of which observations
1, . . . , T1 are from pairs games and the rest from individual games. For t = T1 + 1, . . . , T , we
let it be the individual player whose percentage score is the subject of observation t . The error
we wish to minimize is
E(r) =
T1∑
t=1
(P (t) − r(it ) − r(jt ) − 50)2 +
T∑
t=T1+1
(P (t) − r(it ) − 50)2. (6.1)
Continuing as in Sections 4 and 5, we again arrive at the equations
Ar = b, (6.2)
where r is the unknown ratings vector, b is the n-dimensional vector given by bi = Ui − 50si for
all i, and A is the n × n matrix given by
aij =
{
si if i = j,
sij if i /= j. (6.3)
The only difference between this and the equations from Section 5 is that here si represents the
total number of sessions in which i participates, including those in individual games. Also, Ui
now represents the total of i’s scores across all sessions in which he plays, also including those
in individual games.
Theorem 6.1. Suppose every player participates in at least one individual game. Then matrix A
is nonsingular, and so the nonuniqueness problem disappears.
Proof. If every player participates in at least one individual game, we have si >
∑
j :j /=i sij for
all i. This means that in matrix A, each diagonal element is strictly greater than the sum of all
other elements in its column. Hence, by the theorem of Levy–Desplanques–Hadamard (see, e.g.
[5, p. 373]), A is nonsingular. 
The upshot of Theorem 6.1 is that we now have another, different way to avoid the nonunique-
ness problem – just require each player to participate in at least one individual game.
Remark 6.2. One might wonder whether the analysis presented above might also work for team
games. The natural idea would be to introduce error terms of the form
(P (t) − r(it ) − r(jt ) − r(kt ) − r(lt ) − 50)2
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in the expression for E(r). [Here it , jt , kt , and lt are the four players making up the team
corresponding to observation t .] We again end up with the equations of the form (6.2), where A
is defined by (6.3), which we can solve to generate ratings.
However, in this case we do not know conditions to guarantee A’s nonsingularity, and hence
to avoid the nonuniqueness problem.15
One possible way around this problem might occur if we can interpret team game results in
terms of percentage scores. For instance, in a “Swiss Team” format, in a session in which a team
scored 75 out of a possible 120 points, one might interpret this as a “percentage score” of 75/120 =
62.5%. In this case, consider the following two-step procedure:
(1) First consider only the data from team games. Using the procedure from Section 4, except
with teams playing the role of partnerships and partnerships playing the role of individuals,
we can generate ratings for each partnership from this data.
(2) Next consider the data from pairs and individual games. For each partnership ij , add in
nij extra observations, each with score 50 + rij , where nij is the number of observations
involving partnership ij from the team data, and rij is the rating for partnership ij derived
from the team data. Now derive individual players’ ratings as before.
For example, suppose the partnership of Bob and Steve play in 12 different recent sessions of
team games, probably in harness with several different other partnerships as teammates. Their
results merit a rating of +8 from those games.16 Then one would add 12 observations to the pairs
game data, each of which would be a 58% score for the partnership of Bob and Steve, before
computing their individual ratings as above.
7. A more general theorem
Returning to our original model with only pair game observations, we now add more detail
to the “matrix A is nonsingular iff the partnership graph has no bipartite component” result.
First, some notation: without loss of generality, suppose there are Q connected components of
the partnership graph, of which the first P (P  Q) are nonbipartite and the rest are bipartite.
Hence P = {V 1, . . . , V P , V P+1A , V P+1B , . . . , V QA , V QB } is a partition of the player set V , where
V q represents the players in component q (q  P) and V qA, V
q
B represent the players in the two
parts of component q (q > P).
Now consider the following theorem:
Theorem 7.1. Suppose that rˆ = (rˆ1, . . . , rˆP, rˆP+1A , rˆP+1B , . . . , rˆQA , rˆQB ) is any solution to (4.3),
i.e., an optimal ratings vector. Then r also solves (4.3), if and only if
(a) for q  P, rq = rˆq; and
15 In the case where we have only team game observations, we have aii = 13
∑
j :j /=i aij , so we cannot take advantage
of theorems from the theory of diagonal dominance any more.
16 Of course, we must avoid the nonuniqueness problem here as well – so, forming a graph in which the vertices are
partnerships and an edge exists connecting i − j with k − l iff partnerships i − j and k − l have ever combined to form
a team, we must have that this “team partnership” graph has no bipartite components.
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(b) for q > P, there exists a scalar eq with (rqA, rqB) = (rˆqA + eq1, rˆqB − eq1). [Here the 1’s are
appropriately sized vectors of 1’s.]
Theorem 7.1 says that if we restrict ourselves to optimal ratings vectors, the ratings of players
in nonbipartite components of the partnership graph are fixed. In other words, the nonuniqueness
problem is absent for players in non-bipartite components. In the data presented in the next
section, we see that 115 of the 182 players lie in such components. If we assume that these
data are representative, we must conclude that in general bridge settings our system will produce
unique ratings for most players (even if there are no individual games or is no “must be in a
mutually partnering threesome” requirement).
The theorem also implies players in bipartite components have one “degree of freedom” in
their ratings, in that all of the players in one part can have their ratings go up by a constant, while
all players in the other part have theirs go down by the same constant.17
For components consisting of just two players i and j , this in turn implies that the sum of i’s
and j ’s ratings in any optimal vector must be a constant. And, from examination of (4.3), it is
easy to see that this constant must be Ui−50si
si
(
= Uj−50sj
sj
)
. Perhaps then it would be reasonable
to arbitrarily assign half of this constant to each of the two players.18 If we do this, this means that
we will be able to assign meaningful ratings to players in non-bipartite components and to players
in components of size two.19 In our test data below, this represents an overwhelming majority of
the players.
The proof of Theorem 7.1 can be found in Appendix A.20
8. Some results
Our data comes from the set of weekly “Saturday afternoon games” played at the Reno Bridge
Center in Reno, NV, during the calendar year 2004.21 It consists of 45 sessions of pairs game
bridge22 in which there were T = 665 observations. These observations covered 182 players.
The partnership graph for our data consists of one nonbipartite “giant component”, consisting
of 115 players, plus 30 small components, in which lie the other 67 players. The giant component
has 188 edges; hence the players in this component average roughly 3.3 (= 188 ∗ 2/115) partners
apiece.23 The maximum degree of a vertex in the giant component is 17, i.e. the player with the
most different partners had 17. Finally, of the 665 observations, 561 are from pairs in the giant
component.
The small components are all bipartite. Hence, our method generated uniquely determined
ratings for 63.2% (= 115/182) of the players, who accounted for roughly 84.4% (= 561/665)
17 Hence, the nullity of matrix A will always be equal to the number of bipartite components of the partnership graph –
a result which also follows from Dahl (2000).
18 Of course, this assumes that the two players who make up an exclusive partnership are of roughly the same ability.
This would definitely not be the case with Paul Soloway and me!
19 In a forthcoming paper [8], we extend our system and define a precise mathematical way to assign unique ratings to
players in bipartite components.
20 Continuing the idea from Remark 5.5, it is possible that an alternate proof of Theorem 7.1 can be found, based on the
structure of the null space of the matrix CTC, which is the same as the null space of the matrix C.
21 Special thanks to Ms. Sheila Wimer, the director of this game, for providing this data.
22 The number of sessions is less than 52 due to the fact that the games were cancelled during any weekend that there
was an ACBL tournament in town.
23 This in turn means that the matrix A is very sparse – an important observation in Footnote 24.
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of the bridge played in the club. In addition, of the small components, 24 consist of exactly two
players. If we assign ratings for these 48 players in the natural way defined in the previous section,
our percentages go up to 89.6% (= 163/182) and 95.6% (= 636/665) respectively.
Since the giant component consists of 115 players, generating ratings for these players involved
solving a system of 115 linear equations. This was accomplished using LINDO.24
For further discussion of our data, and the actual partnership graph, see Appendix B. For the
original data, the list of players, the system of linear equations, and the player ratings, please see
the website
http://wolfweb.unr.edu/homepage/quint/ANewRatingSystemforDuplicateBridge.htm.
Appendix A – A theorem
Theorem 7.1. Suppose that rˆ = (rˆ1, . . . , rˆP, rˆP+1A , rˆP+1B , . . . , rˆQA , rˆQB ) is any solution to (4.3),
i.e., an optimal ratings vector. Then r also solves (4.3), if and only if
(a) for q  P, rq = rˆq; and
(b) for q > P, there exists a scalar eq with (rqA, rqB) = (rˆqA + eq1, rˆqB − eq1). [Here the 1’s are
appropriately sized vectors of 1’s.]
Proof. The set of all T -vectors {P(t) − r(it ) − r(jt ) − 50}Tt=1 that one can get as r ranges over
Rn is a convex set. So, since the sum of squares function is strictly convex, there will be a unique
such T -vector which minimizes the sum of squares function (4.1). In the statement of the theorem
we are told that rˆ gives that optimal T -vector; the question is to characterize the entire set of r’s
that do so.
First, suppose that r satisfies (a) and (b) above. Then if it and jt lie in a nonbipartite compo-
nent (i.e. it , jt ∈ V q for some q  P ), then r(it ) = rˆ(it ) and r(jt ) = rˆ(jt ). So trivially P(t) −
r(it ) − r(jt ) − 50 = P(t) − rˆ(it ) − rˆ(jt ) − 50. And, if it and jt lie in a bipartite component q
(so q > P ) then without loss of generality it ∈ V qA and jt ∈ V qB . By (b), r(it ) = rˆ(it ) + eq and
r(jt ) = rˆ(jt ) − eq . This again implies P(t) − r(it ) − r(jt ) − 50 = P(t) − rˆ(it ) − rˆ(jt ) − 50.
Hence r does indeed give the same T -vector as rˆ.
For the converse, now suppose that r either does not satisfy (a) or does not satisfy (b). We need
to show that for some t , P(t) − r(it ) − r(jt ) − 50 /= P(t) − rˆ(it ) − rˆ(jt ) − 50.
Suppose r does not satisfy (a). Then ∃q  P and i1 ∈ V q with r(i1) /= rˆ(i1). Without loss
of generality, r(i1) = rˆ(i1) + e, where e /= 0. Since component q is connected and nonbipartite,
there exists a i1ik-path i1, i2, . . . , ik in the partnership graph, where ik lies in an odd circuit. Now,
since [i1, i2] is an edge in the partnership graph, there is an observation t1 with it1 = i1 and jt1 = i2
(or it1 = i2 and jt1 = i1). Then P(t1) − r(it1) − r(jt1) − 50 /= P(t1) − rˆ(it1) − rˆ(jt1) − 50, un-
less r(i2) = rˆ(i2) − e. But then, since [i2, i3] is an edge in the partnership graph, we can use
the same argument to show that there is an observation t2 with P(t2) − r(it2) − r(jt2) − 50 /=
P(t2) − rˆ(it2) − rˆ(jt2) − 50, unless r(i3) = rˆ(i3) + e. Continuing in this way, moving along
24 When considering the possibility of using our system to rate the entire set of ACBL players, the first issue to consider
is the fact that the ACBL membership is large – roughly 150,000 players (source: ACBLs website www.acbl.org). One
would first have to partition these players into connected components, expecting the giant component to consist of roughly
100,000 players. Then one would have to solve a system of 100,000 equations in 100,000 unknowns. Despite the large
problem size, we feel both of these tasks would be computationally feasible – the first because the partition-into-connected-
components problem is a simple one in combinatorics, and the second because (Footnote 23) the associated “A-matrix”
would be extremely sparse.
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the path to vertex ik , we see that P(tk) − r(itk ) − r(jtk ) − 50 /= P(tk) − rˆ(itk ) − rˆ(jtk ) − 50,
unless r(ik) = rˆ(ik) + e˜ (where e˜ is either e or −e). But then we can continue around the odd
circuit (say it has length m), obtaining that P(tk+m) − r(itk+m) − r(jtk+m) − 50 /= P(tk+m) −
rˆ(itk+m) − rˆ(jtk+m) − 50, unless r(ik) = rˆ(ik) − e˜. Since it is impossible for both r(ik) = rˆ(ik) +
e˜ and r(ik) = rˆ(ik) − e˜, there must be a t for which P(t) − r(it ) − r(jt ) − 50 /= P(t) − rˆ(it ) −
rˆ(jt ) − 50, and so r is not optimal.
Finally, suppose r does not satisfy (b). Then there is a bipartite component q in the partnership
graph (q > P ), two vertices i, j , and two numbers e and f (e /= f ) satisfying one of the four
possibilities
(i) i, j ∈ V qA , r(i) = rˆ(i) + e, and r(j) = rˆ(j ) + f .
(ii) i, j ∈ V qB , r(i) = rˆ(i) + e, and r(j) = rˆ(j ) + f .
(iii) i ∈ V qA , j ∈ V qB , r(i) = rˆ(i) + e, and r(j) = rˆ(j ) − f .
(iv) i ∈ V qB , j ∈ V qA , r(i) = rˆ(i) + e, and r(j) = rˆ(j ) − f .
In case (i), consider any ij -path in the partnership graph. Because i and j lie in the same part,
this path contains an odd number of vertices, and hence an even number of edges. Using the
same argument as in the “nonbipartite component” case (using i1 = i and ik = j ), we conclude
that either there exists a t with P(t) − r(it ) − r(jt ) − 50 /= P(t) − rˆ(it ) − rˆ(jt ) − 50, or else
r(j) = rˆ(j ) + e. But r(j) = rˆ(j ) + f , so again r cannot be optimal.
Similar arguments can be used for cases (ii), (iii), and (iv).
Appendix B – Reno data
1. The players and their ratings.
We direct the reader to our website http://wolfweb.unr. edu/homepage/quint/ANewRatingSys-
temforDuplicateBridge.htm, which contains all of our raw data and analysis from the Reno games.
First are the actual scoresheets from all 45 sessions. From this we constructed “The Players and
Partnerships”, where we list all of the players in the dataset, together with a count of how many
times they partnered each other player. From this, it is easy to construct the partnership graph,
which appears both on the website and later in this Appendix.
Using the counts from “The Players and Partnerships” together with the raw scores, we set up
our system of linear equalities for the players in the giant component. With each such player i is
associated one equality, given by (4.3). For instance, for i = B6, our data says that i played in
26 sessions, in which she partnered A7 19 times and N3 seven times. Adding up her percentage
scores over her 26 sessions gives 1275.48; hence (4.3) becomes
1275.48 − 26r(B6) − 19r(A7) − 7r(N3) − 50 ∗ 26 = 0,
which is
26r(B6) + 19r(A7) + 7r(N3) = −24.52,
which is indeed the 9th equation listed (under “The System of Linear Equalities and its Solution”).
Finally, we list the results for the 182 players in the data set. First, each player is identified by an
alphanumeric code.25 Immediately after the code we indicate (via the words “GC”, “twosome”, or
“bipartite”) whether the player is a member of the giant component, a two-member component,
25 For the link between the codes and the actual players in the data set, click on “The Players and Partnerships”.
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or a bipartite component consisting of more than two players. Next is the total of sessions in
which the player played, i.e. si in our previous notation, followed by the number of different
players he/she partnered. Next is the quantity Ui − 50si , i.e. the total amount of percentage points
over/under average accumulated by the player over all his sessions.26 Finally we give the rating.
If the rating has an asterisk, this reiterates the fact that the player is in a two-member component,
and so his rating is computed using the method outlined in the penultimate paragraph of Section
7. If the rating is blank, this means that the player is in a bipartite component consisting of more
than two players, and so we could not compute his/her rating.
Note that for some players the rating assigned is “wild”, i.e. has an absolute value of more
than ten. In every case but one, this occurs with a player who has played in less than 5 sessions.
We would expect that if these players played in more sessions, their ratings would “calm down”
to values within the [−10, 10] range. In general, we note that a player’s rating becomes more
accurate as he/she plays in more sessions, and with more distinct partners.
2. The partnership graph.
Finally, we include below a description of the partnership graph. We hope this will be of interest
not only to bridge enthusiasts, but also to those who study “collaboration graphs” (see, e.g. [4] or
[9]).
A. The giant component.
The graph below is that of the Giant Component:
26 These quantities do not add up to exactly zero, due to occasional single boards in which both pairs are penalized for
a dealing, bidding, or playing irregularity.
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B. The small bipartite components.
Listed below are the 30 bipartite components of the partnership graph. Graph-theoretically
speaking, all of these components are paths consisting of 2, 3, or 4 vertices:
A1–A2, A4–A5, C4–Z1, C5–S15–S16, C9–R9, D1–D2, D4–G4, D9–R3, E1–S4–S3, E3–W5–
H9, F4–P4, G2–G3–U1, H2–L4, J1–T1, J2–J5, K7–K8, L1–R4, L2–S14, L5–L6, O1–M1–M7–
S24, M8–M9, M10–M11, P2–S23, P7–P8, W11–S5–T3, S11–S12, S18–S19, S25–S26, S27–S28,
W2–W3.
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